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Abstract
The steady increase of the know extrasolar planets
broadens our knowledge and at the same time, reveals
our lack of understanding. The habitability of a planet
depends, amongst other things, on the exposure of the
planetary surface to radiation, how clouds form and
which effect clouds have on the composition and on
the electric state of the gas from which they form.

We have studied the formation of mineral clouds
(Fig. 1) on planetary atmospheres using a kinetic ap-
proach which allows us to predict the size distribution
and material composition of the cloud particles. Us-
ing theses results we have investigated whether such
clouds can be charged and under which conditions an
electric field breakdown of the ambient gas, such as
lightning or other transient luminous events, may oc-
cur. Our results suggest that different intra-cloud dis-
charge processes dominate at different heights inside a
cloud. We discuss the efficiency of electric field break-
downs and the electron enrichment (Fig. 2) to be ex-
pected in extrasolar atmospheres.
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Figure 1: The material composition of the cloud particles:
The top of the cloud is made of small (< 1µm) silicates
grains with inclusions of various iron compounds. The cloud
base at higher temperature is made of big iron grains with
inclusions from Al2O3[s], TiO2[s], CaTiO3[s]. The calcu-
lations were carried out for a giant gas planet atmosphere
models (Helling et al. 2013a).

Figure 2: Gas-phase enrichment by dust-dust collision
triggered discharges. Electron avalanche (dashed) yields
considerably less free charges than streamer events (solid)
(Helling et al. 2013b).
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